Immediate opportunity - starting with stream habitat mapping on Diamond Fork River in a week or two.
Contact Mildada Majerova at BIO-WEST
Milada Majerova:
  milada.majerova@gmail.com

Hydrology Technician

Job description:
BIO-WEST needs a hydrology technician for an entry-level position in its Logan, Utah, office. The technician provides technical assistance to hydrologists and other natural resource scientists, implements study plans, collects data, helps write reports. Some work requires travel and working with field crews.

Requirements:
BS degree in a relevant watershed sciences, water resources, or applicable natural resources. Must be able to conduct field work in remote locations and under extreme conditions, lift 50–75 pounds, and complete ATV and safety training. Must have a valid driver’s license and be able to wade in rivers.

Skills:
Must have experience with GIS and GPS technologies, field-data collection methods, and stream-survey methods, as well as erosion-control and environmental monitoring. Experience towing a trailer and handling small boats is preferred.